Senate Meeting December 11 2013

12:10 Agreement to the agenda

Anissa Laybad (GSC VP) announces Clare will come in later to the meeting

12:18 - ACC Budget Requests

- Pancake Dinner request, Olivia Martin (Visiting Rep) requests the SGA to match what AUP Cares raised at the Pancake dinner which is 120 euros

- Daniella Capote (Art History Rep) requests Penelope to show the current budget from the semester

- 12:22 Alexandra Kerr (Film studies Rep) moves to approve this budget

- 12:22 MOTION PASSES

- 12:23 Request from sports committee for equipment and uniform, a total of 1376 euros.

- Chloe Elder (Comp Literature rep) asks why the equestrian team is asking for 10 uniforms when they have less than 10 members of the team

- Team captain of the equestrian team answers that this semester they have under the normal amount of participants

- Alexandra Kerr (Film Rep) asks why the cheerleading team pays for their uniform themselves, but the other teams don’t

- Le Quach (Student Worker at Sports Office), answers that these are the competitive teams who currently wear football gear for their volleyball matches

- Kelly Nault (psychology rep) comments on the fact that in the US if you pay for your own gear you get to keep it, if not the school gets to keep it

- Gurami Pichkhaia (IBA Rep) asks for the sports office to present their budget so we can see their exact numbers of what they have been spending on this semester

- Daniella Capote (Art History Rep) mentions that equipment is essential to a sports team so why was this not allocated

- Gurami Pichkhaia (IBA Rep) replies that we also want to know how this money is spent so we can approve this budget
- **Mary Rizk (History Rep)** states that if we are going to give money to teams to have uniforms these uniforms should be passed on

- **Monica Sedij (ICP Rep)** asks if they have considered asking sports teams to sponsor them, the sports team mentions they have been more competitive so it would be a good idea to look for more support

- **Alexander Sethi (sports rep)** replies that it hasnt been in their list of priorities but they will consider it

- **Philip Delahunty (senior rep)** states that his stance is it is a ridiculous notion to pay for socks is something they should not be financing if they are just going to take it home

- **Sven Van Mourik (USC President)** also says that dont underestimate the importance of putting the AUP name out there, if senate approved of the budget last week for 1000 euros for a 20 minute play, then we shoud reconsider giving something which is worth more for the whole semester

- **Le Quach (sports rep)** notes that senate gives money to other clubs which have less than 40 members, she states that the SGA does not even come to support the team matches and games

- **Joe Lukawski (MAGC rep)** motions to approve and amend this budget so eliminate anything which doesnt have any AUP logo on it as we should support and put our name out to the school

  - 12:47 MOTION IS APPROVED

  - **12:48 Condom tree christmas request at the Holiday Bash**

  - **Joe Lukawski (MAGC Rep)** moves to approve this budget

    - 12:49 MOTION PASSES

  - **12:49 End of Semester Review**

  - **Joelle Gwelob (Student Leadership)** and **Kevin Fore (Student Affairs)** hand out A3 sheets around the room which show the events whether it was SGA sponsored and how much was spent from the budget

  - **Joelle Gwelob (Student leadership)** continues to show the statistics via a powerpoint presentation

  - **Joelle Gwelob (student leadership)** presents the success of the committees
- **Kevin Fore (Student Affairs)** thanks the ACC for their dedication and hard work to the senate

- **13:22 Council of chairs update** by Chloe Elder and Daniella Capote updates the senate on the interesting meeting they had and the fact that they will have an open discussion

- **13:23 Request for impeachment of junior representative Shaina Feldman**

- **Evon Pervon-Keller (Judiciary chair)** states that if at least 2 meetings are missed impeachment is in order and that this can move to a vote

- **Joe Lukawski (MAGC Rep)** asks what happens if impeachment is decided

- **Clare Haugh (USC VP)** replies that the position will be offered in the next semester for spring 2013

- **Clare Haugh (USC VP)** takes the vote and counts 13/15 vote to impeach Shaina Feldmen

- **1:27 New Business**

- **1:27 Victoria St John (AUPPA President)** shows a video of the MUN

- 1:31 Sports committee comes back with Ashkan (Sports Office) requesting to ask for 3 items which were denied to have the logos on so the request can be approved

- 1:32 Senators and Penelope Shaw (SGA Treasurer) explain this can only be decided in the Spring 2014 Semester as budget needs to be looked over again and the meeting has come to an end

- **1:34 MEETING ADJOURNED**